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Abstract. A number of recent research works have used supervised machine learning approaches with a bag-ofwords to classify political texts –in particular, speeches and debates– by their ideological position, expressed with a party
membership. However, our classification task is more complex due to the several reasons. First, we deal with the
Lithuanian language which is highly inflective, has rich morphology, vocabulary, word derivation system, and relatively
free-word-order in a sentence. Besides, we have more classes, as the Lithuanian Parliament consists of more party groups
if compared to e.g. the European Parliament or the US Senate. Moreover, classes are not stable, because a considerable
number of the Lithuanian parliamentarians migrate from one party group to another even within the same parliamentary
term. In this research we experimentally investigated the influence of different pre-processing techniques and feature
types on two datasets composed of the texts taken from two parliamentary terms. A classifier based on the bag-of-words
and token bigrams interpolation gave the best results: i.e. it outperformed random and majority baselines by more than
0.13 points and achieved 0.54 and 0.49 accuracy on the 1 st and the 2nd dataset, respectively. The error analysis revealed
that the same confusion patterns stand for both datasets, besides, majority of these confusions can be explained on the
basis of the ideological or pragmatic similarities between those party groups.
Keywords: computational linguistics; supervised machine learning; text classification into party groups.

manual creation of rules, because rules (defined as a
model) are built automatically by observing (and generalizing) the characteristics of the text documents in a
training set whose class labels were manually assigned
beforehand by the domain expert. After the model is
created, it can already be applied to predict the class
labels of the unseen text documents automatically.
Thus, supervised machine learning techniques
applied for the text classification help solving many
different tasks, such as topic classification, opinion
mining, authorship identification, ideology detection,
etc. which, in turn, if used in practice, can facilitate the
work of the experts from various fields. E.g. topic
classification helps distributing e-mails to the competent recipients according to the discussed topics; opinion mining helps companies to measure the feedback
about their products or services; authorship identification helps forensic experts in a criminal investigation

1. Introduction
With an exponential growth in the number of
electronic documents, an automatic text classification
has become one of the key techniques able to organize
the constant influx of the information. Therefore since
the 80’s automatic text classification has been an important research topic, but the first text classification
approaches were based on an analysis of the application
domain, and the manual construction of rules capable
of taking classification decisions (as e.g. [1]). Although
rule-based text classification methods assure high
classification accuracy, but suffer from a domain adaptation problem: i.e. domain changes require expert intervention and manual recreation of rules. Therefore in
the early 90’s a supervised machine learning approach
gained interest and became the dominant paradigm.
Supervised machine learning does not require any
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by comparing the writing style of unknown criminal
text with the written texts of potential criminals; ideology detection helps political scientists to follow the
speeches of politicians in the press or in the parliament
and detect if they are consistent with their officially
declared political views.
The ideological position detection (usually expressed as the party membership) from the text (or
ideology-based classification) is one of the most complicated classification tasks. In this research we are
using the transcripts of the speeches and debates taken
from the sessions of the Lithuanian Parliament and for
the first time trying to tackle ideology-based classification problem for the Lithuanian language. However,
our classification task is more complex if compared to
the related research due to the several reasons. First, we
deal with the Lithuanian language which compared to
e.g. English is highly inflective, has rich morphology,
vocabulary, word derivation system; and relatively
free-word-order in a sentence. Besides, we have more
classes (up to 12), as the Lithuanian Parliament consists
of more party groups if compared to e.g. 8 in the
European Parliament or 2 in the US Senate. Moreover,
the classes are not stable, because a considerable
number of the Lithuanian parliamentarians migrate
from one party group to another even within the same
parliamentary term. We posit that from the computational linguistics perspective the findings of our
research should be useful to the other, similar languages
(according to such properties as inflectional morphology, complexity of word derivation, etc.) as Latvian or
Slavic languages. Moreover, the results would help to
reveal how much Lithuanian political parties are ideologically consistent and differ from each other according to the talks at the parliament, whereas it would be
interesting findings for the political scientists.

also be affected by the different pre-processing
techniques, feature representation types, and solving
tasks; therefore method selection requires more
comprehensive analysis.
The pre-processing techniques (such as spelling
normalization, word segmentation, stemming or
lemmatization, etc.) involve pre-treatment of the
dataset, anticipating that this could help to get rid of the
redundant information and to increase the classification
results. The spelling normalization is advisable for the
languages (e.g. Arabic) having very highly variable
orthography; word segmentation is demanded for the
languages having a lot of compound words (e.g.
Swedish or German) and inevitable for the languages
having no white spaces between the words (e.g. some
Asian languages as Chinese or Japanese). Stemming or
lemmatization is used in many classification
experiments for the different languages, but is
especially advisable for the languages that are highly
inflective. Some comparative experiments revealed that
stemming improved the text classification performance
of NB, SVMs, k-NN and had extremely strong positive
impact on DTs (C4.5) on the English texts [8], but had
no influence on classification results for Dutch when
using Mutual Information with NB [9] and even
dropped down SVMs classification accuracy for Arabic
[10]. Lemmatizition led to no significant SVMs
classification improvements on German, and
sometimes even yielded worse results [11].
The different feature types (such as bag-of-words,
token n-grams, stems or lemmas, character n-grams,
etc.) used with the classification method have strong influence on the results. Nevertheless, the most common
feature type remains bag-of-words interpretation, especially that Pang et al. [12] showed it can beat other
feature types (based on token bi-grams, parts-of-speech
information and word position in the text) with SVM.
But on the contrary, Dave et al. [13] report that higher
order token n-grams (up to trigrams) can improve the
performance compared with the unigrams (bag-ofwords) approach. Cui et al. [14] also claim that higher
order token n-grams ( 𝑛 = 3, 4, 5, 6) and Passive
Aggressive classifier outperform unigrams and bigrams. Pak and Paroubek [7] demonstrated that token
bigrams can outperform both token unigrams and
trigrams with NBM method. Nastase et al. [15] instead
of simple token bigrams used syntactically related word
pairs (verb + its arguments, noun + its modifiers) and
classification results both with SVM and DTs were
better compared with the simple bag-of-words representation. Dave et al. [13] report that stems improve
classification accuracy over the simple bag-of-words
baseline, but other linguistic features on the contrary –
hurt the performance. Hartmann et al. [16] claim that
document-level character n-grams used, namely, with
NB are even better choice compared to token n-grams
(because the probability of finding character n-gram is
much higher, besides, the relations between consecutive words are still considered). Peng et al. [17] demonstrated that a language modeling approach with the

2. Related work
In this paper we focus on the supervised machine
learning methods (for a review see [2]) that are applied
to text classification tasks (for a review see [3]). We
narrow down the area of surveyed methods to a singlelabel (each text document can have only one class
label), multi-class (dataset contains more than two
classes), and flat (no hierarchical structure is
considered) classification only.
Comparative analysis of the text classification
methods performed by Joachim [4] revealed that
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and k-Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN) are top-notch classifiers, compared to
Decision Trees (DTs) or Naïve Bayes (NB). Dumais et
al. [5] also demonstrated that SVMs work very well,
followed by DTs and lastly by NB. However,
Gabrilovich and Markovitch [6] on the contrary, claim
that DTs (C4.5) are significantly superior to SVMs on
their solving task. Besides, Pak and Paroubek [7]
reported that Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NBM) can
even outperform popular SVM. Such contradictory
findings are due to the fact that classification results can
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character n-grams gives superior classification results
for English and competitive results for Chinese and
Japanese over the bag-of-words. Character 3-grams and
4-grams also outperformed bag-of-words for Greek
[18] with SVMs.
The method selection also depends on the solving
task and here our focus is on the ideology-based
classification research works. However this area is not
thoroughly researched, but the most common approach
used to solve ideology-based classification task is the
bag-of-words representation with SVMs. Diermeier et
al. [19] classified members of the U.S. Senate focusing
on the most indicative conservative and liberal
positions of the legislative speeches. Yu et al. [20] done
a similar work, but instead of using only the most
indicative speeches they used all of them. Similar work
was done on the Canadian Parliament data (English and
French), but the classifier was trained on one
parliamentary term and tested on another [21]. Jiang
and Argamon [22] before the classification of the
political blogs were firstly trying to select only the
subjective sentences. The majority of ideology-based
classification works are done with 2 classes (party
groups), but Hoyland and Godbout [23] used the
European Parliament data with the 8 classes.
Unfortunately, the ideology-based classification has
never been done for the Lithuanian language1. Consequently, this paper will be the first attempt at finding a
good classification method for this task.

adjective or adverb; participles -s or -si- attached to
the ending e.g. praustis (to have a wash) or as the
second prefix nusiprausti (to have a wash),
respectively, turn a simple verb into reflexive; 78
suffixes are used to derive diminutives and
hypocoristic nouns [27].
 Relatively free word-order in a sentence. The
word order in the Lithuanian language performs notional function, i.e. the sentences can be grammatically correct regardless of the word order, but their
meaning will be slightly different (because different
word order emphasizes different things).

4. The data
All our experiments were carried out on two
datasets to make sure that the findings generalize over
the different domains. Both datasets were composed of
the text transcripts made of the Lithuanian parliamentary speeches and debates, thus represent normative Lithuanian language2:
 “2008–2012” dataset was composed of the
transcripts taken from the 6th parliamentary term,
i.e. from 17/11/2008 to 14/11/2012 (see Table 13);
 “2012–2013” dataset contains transcripts taken
from the 7th parliamentary term. Since this
parliamentary term is not finished yet, for our
experiments we used transcripts from 16/11/2012,
but only to 19/09/2013 (see Table 2).

3. The Lithuanian language

The transcripts of the solemn sessions (held in the
special occasions as The National Day, Lithuania’s Independence Day, etc.) were eliminated from the datasets, leaving only the transcripts of the regular plenary
sessions.
The author (parliamentarian) of each speech or
debate was known, moreover, the information about
which party group parliamentarian belonged when
spoke was also available; therefore speeches and debates were automatically related with the appropriate
party groups. “2008–2012” and “2012–2013” datasets
contain 12 party groups and 8 party groups, respectively. We used the following abbreviations for the party
groups: HU-LCD stands for the Homeland Union – the
Lithuanian Christian Democrats; LSD – for the Lithuanian Social Democrats; O&J – for the party Order and
Justice; LM – for the Liberal Movement; LP – for the
Labor Party; MPG – for the Mixed Parliamentary
Group; LCU – for the Liberal and Central Union; RN –
for the party of the Rising Nation; OP – for the Oak
party group; OL – for One Lithuania party group; CP –
for the Christian Party group; LCU&RN – for the Joint
Party group of LCU and RN; CR – for the party
Courage Road; EAPL – for the Electoral Action of
Poles in Lithuania.

In this section we discuss the Lithuanian language
properties focusing on the aspects that might be
important in method selection for solving ideologybased classification task:
 Rich inflectional morphology. The Lithuanian
language morphology is more complex compared
with e.g. Latvian or Slavic languages [25]. Besides,
various inflection forms in the Lithuanian language
are expressed by the different endings (and
suffixes).
 Rich vocabulary. The Academic Dictionary of
Lithuanian [26] has more than 0.5 million headwords, e.g. Oxford English Dictionary or the largest
lexicon of German language have only about 0.3
million and 0.33 million headwords, respectively.
 Rich word derivation system. In order to derive
the new Lithuanian words, prefixes, suffixes and
participles are used. 19 prefixes are used to derive
verbs, e.g. prefix į (in) attached to the simple verb
eiti (to go) turns it into the phrasal verb įeiti (to
come in); participle ne- or nebe- (no, not) attached
as the prefix reverses the polarity of a noun, verb,
1

3

Ideological analysis was done only theoretically from the
historical perspective [24].
2
Downloaded from the official page of the Lithuanian Parliament:
http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter/w5_sale.kad_ses.

The total value for Number of authors in Table 1 is above 141 (i.e.
above defined number of the Lithuanian parliament members)
because a few parliamentarians quit during this parliamentary term,
thus were replaced with the new members.
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5. Computational linguistic analysis

𝑃(𝑡𝑘 |𝑐) =

Let 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 be a text document –in particular, one
speech or debate of a single parliamentarian– belonging
to a document space 𝐷. In our task there are two document spaces, i.e. “2008–2012” and “2012–2013”.
Let 𝐶 be a finite number of classes –in particular,
political party groups. Since 𝐶 = {𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … 𝑐𝑁}, where
2 < 𝑁 ≪ ∞, we have multi-class classification problem, because “2008–2012” dataset has 12 classes (see
Table 1) and “2012–2013” – has 8 (see Table 2).
Due to the fact that parliamentarians can migrate
from one party group to another, but cannot belong to
more than one party group at the same time, we have a
single-label classification task, where each 𝑑 is labelled
with only one class label 𝑐𝑖 . 𝑑 and 𝑐𝑖 altogether form a
classification instance 〈𝑑, 𝑐𝑖 〉.
Let function 𝜂 be a classification function mapping
text documents to classes: i.e. 𝜂 ∶ 𝐷 → 𝐶. We hypothesize that function 𝜂 is ideology, which indeed distinguishes party groups from each other.
Let 𝛤 denote a method, which given 𝐷 as the input,
could return a learned classification function 𝜂 ′ (defined as a model) as the output: 𝛤(𝐷) → 𝜂 ′ .

Our goal is to find a classification method 𝛤 which
could create a model 𝜂 ′ (as accurately as possible approximating 𝜂, i.e. capturing ideology), able to predict
a class label of each unseen text document automatically.
For solving our problem we selected Naïve Bayes
Multinomial – a supervised machine learning approach,
introduced by Lewis and Gale [28]. It is based on a fact
that text document 𝑑 ′ with unknown class label has to
be attached to the particular class 𝑐, whose conditional
probability 𝑃(𝑐|𝑑 ′ ) is the highest.
This conditional probability is calculated as:
𝑃(𝑐|𝑑 ) ∝ 𝑃(𝑐) ∏𝑘=1 𝑃(𝑡𝑘 |𝑐),

𝑁𝑐
𝑁

,

 Dependable for the text classification
experiments in general. Naïve Bayes Multinomial
is used in many text classification tasks as the baseline approach. Besides, it sometimes outperforms
popular Support Vector Machine when solving
opinion mining tasks (classifying texts due to the
positive, negative or objective point of view of their
authors) for English [7] and for Lithuanian [32].

(1)

In all our experiments we used Naïve Bayes
Multinomial method implementation in WEKA [33]
machine learning toolkit, version 3.64. All parameters
were set to their default values.

(2)

where 𝑁𝑐 is a number of documents belonging to
particular class 𝑐 in the document space 𝐷; 𝑁 is a total
number of documents in 𝐷.
𝑃(𝑡𝑘 |𝑐) is calculated as:

4

(3)

 Very fast (e.g. compared with Support Vector
Machines [30]) and has low storage requirements
(e.g. compared with the Memory-Based Learning
methods [31]). It is especially important when
dealing with a huge amount of data as it is in our
task: i.e. “2008–2012” dataset contains 7,958,058
tokens (194,322 distinct); “2012–2013” datasets –
1,128,564 (74,221 distinct).

where 𝑛𝑑 is a number of tokens (words and numbers)
in 𝑑 ′ ; 𝑡𝑘 is a 𝑘 th token in 𝑑 ′ .
Prior probability 𝑃(𝑐) and conditional probability
𝑃(𝑡𝑘 |𝑐), both used in eq. 1, are calculated considering
known information (about each 𝑑 labeled with 𝑐 )
stored in 𝐷.
𝑃(𝑐) is calculated as:
𝑃(𝑐) =

,

 Performs well in the domains with many equally
important features (e.g. compared with such classification methods as Decision Trees [29]). We assume that in the vocabulary characterizing any party
group the features cannot be strictly ranked one-byone according to their importance, because the attention of the party group can be focused to the
many different topics at the same time. Hence, we
need the method that could cope with many equally
important features at the same time.

5.2. Classification method

𝑛𝑑

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑐)+|𝑉|

where 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑡𝑘 |𝑐) is a number of particular token 𝑡𝑘
belonging to particular class 𝑐 in the document space
𝐷; 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑐) is a number of all tokens belonging to 𝑐 in
𝐷; |𝑉| is a number of distinct tokens in 𝐷 (vocabulary
size).
Since the ideology-based classification task has
never been solved for the Lithuanian language, we do
not know which classification method could work the
best. Despite it Naïve Bayes Multinomial method was
selected due to the following reasons:
 Robust to the irrelevant features that cancel each
other without affecting the results. We assume that
ideology of any party group can be expressed with
its separate vocabulary (i.e. set of features characterizing only that group), which distinguishes it from
the others. Therefore it is important that our method
would not overestimate and bind to the features that
are outside this vocabulary.

5.1. Formal description of the task

′

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑡𝑘 |𝑐)+1

5.3. Applied pre-processing techniques
Due to a specificity of the ideology-based classification problem, the texts required special pretreatment.

Downloaded from: http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/.
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Table 1. “2008–2012” dataset statistics. The last row represents total sum of values distributed over the party groups except for
Number of authors and Number of distinct tokens which are distributed over the entire dataset
Party group

Numb. Of
authors

Numb. of speeches
& debates

Numb. of tokens
(words, numbers)

Numb. of
distinct tokens

CP

12

1,661

138,738

21,788

HU-LCD

47

55,884

3,023,001

118,041

LCU

16

8,638

369,255

29,944

LCU&RN

13

2,234

98,417

15,69

LM

13

14,57

640,7

50,019

LP

12

15,248

782,394

54,758

LSD

30

20,628

1,647,513

88,559

MPG

18

2,565

244,021

31,533

O&J

20

8,745

833,049

66,276

OL

11

210

16,776

5,786

OP

4

462

16,441

4,093

RN

18

3,851

147,753

18,489

134,696

7,958,058

194,322

In total:
12

49

Table 2. “2012–2013” dataset statistics
Party group

Numb. of
authors

Numb. of speeches
& debates

Numb. of tokens
(words, numbers)

Numb. of
distinct tokens

CR

7

523

57,666

14,002

EAPL

8

822

31,336

7,149

HU-LCD

33

3,468

279,92

36,701

LM

10

1,118

98,309

18,285

LP

29

5,481

254,495

26,93

LSD

39

5,381

290,497

33,488

MPG

10

237

21,613

6,634

O&J

12

1,809

94,728

16,07

1,128,564

74,221

In total:
8

141

18,839

In order to detect the effect on the text classification
accuracy, we explored different pre-processing techniques at the dataset-level (no soft classification instances, no outside the domain instances) and at the
document-level (no digits, no case sensitivity). The
influence of different pre-processing techniques is
summarized in Table 3 and Table 4 for “2008–2012”
and “2012–2013” datasets, respectively.
 No pre-processing: i.e. all texts remained untouched.

results. Besides, this pre-processing technique decreased the number of tokens by 19.67% and by
19.26% for “2008–2012” and “2012–2013” datasets, respectively, compared to the unprocessed text
(see Table 1 – Table 4).
 No soft classification instances. The texts whose
authors are the disloyal parliament members –in
particular, members who changed the party group at
least once during the same parliamentary term–can
be hardy attached to one specific class. We assume
that elimination of all such soft instances will transform classes into more stable; hence, machine learning method will create more robust model which
in turn should positively impact the classification
accuracy. Besides, this pre-processing technique
decreased the number of tokens by 13.77% and only
by 1.69% for “2008–2012” and “2012–2013” datasets, respectively, compared to the datasets after no

 No outside domain instances. The texts, whose
authors are the chairpersons of the parliamentary
sessions, commonly are very technical (related with
the giving a voice to the speakers, controlling voting
procedures, etc.) thus do not reveal any political
views at all. We assume that elimination of such
instances that actually are outside the ideologybased domain should improve our classification
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Table 4. Pre-processed dataset “2012–2013” statistics (see
Table 2 for unprocessed).

Table 3. Pre-processed dataset “2008–2012” statistics (see
Table 1 for unprocessed)
Dataset-level pre-processing:
Numb.
Numb. of
Numb. of Numb. of
of
distinct
instances
tokens
classes
tokens
No outside
domain inst.
No soft &
no outside
domain inst.

12

71,085

6,392,829

184,426

7

61,062

5,512,594

171,275

Dataset-level pre-processing:
Numb.
Numb. of
Numb. of Numb. of
of
distinct
instances
tokens
classes
tokens
No outside
domain inst.
No soft &
no outside
domain inst.

Document-level pre-processing:

8

10,394

911,182

70,073

8

10,231

895,762

69,317

Document-level pre-processing:

Words & numbers (bag-of-words)

5,512,594

171,275

Words & numbers (bag-of-words)

895,762

69,317

Words

5,443,286

169,237

Words

884,194

68,563

Words in lowercase & numbers

5,512,594

157,436

Words in lowercase & numbers

895,762

64,661

Words in lowercase

5,443,286

155,379

Words in lowercase

884,194

63,904

 Bag-of-words (or token unigrams). Each text is
split into tokens –in particular, words and numbers–
using whitespaces and punctuation symbols as
separators.

outside domain instances pre-processing (see
Table 3 and Table 4).
 No digits. We assume that digits are not related with
the ideology domain, thus elimination of the redundant information should slightly boost the classification results. This pre-processing technique decreased the number of tokens only by 1.26% and by
1.29% for “2008–2012” and “2012–2013” datasets,
respectively, compared to the datasets after datasetlevel pre-processing (see Table 3 and Table 4).

 Token lemmas. The same tokenization procedure
as using the bag-of-words approach, but words are
replaced with the appropriate main grammatical
form, e.g. Europos (Europe, in genitive) would be
replaced with Europa (Europe, in nominative); modifikuotas (modified) would be replaced with modifikuoti (to modify). For lemmatizing the text we
used Lithuanian part-of-speech tagger and lemmatizer “Lemuoklis” [35, 36]. It should be emphasized
that this feature type is strongly recommended for
the highly inflective languages, because lemmatization significantly decreases the sparseness of the
data. Besides, it decreased the number of distinct
tokens by 70.37% and by 67.73% for “2008–2012”
and “2012–2013” datasets, respectively, compared
to bag-of-words representation.

 No case sensitivity. We assume that the orthographic information (words replaced with the lowercase letters) should not have any influence on
the classification results.
5.4. Explored feature types
Naïve Bayes Multinomial method which was
chosen to solve text classification task has to be applied
on some text elements 𝑡𝑘 (see eq. 1 and eq. 3), named
features. However, the most common feature representation type is a bag-of-words, where tokens 𝑡𝑘 are words
or numbers. This feature type usually achieves relatively high classification accuracy on English (for topic
classification, opinion mining, etc.) and even outperforms the others, therefore is often chosen without any
considerations. Consequently, this feature type is also
used in the majority of the ideology-based classification experiments for English [19], French [21], etc.
Despite that ideology-based text classification task has
never been solved for Lithuanian, but topic classification [34] and sentiment classification [32] applied on
the forum data and internet comments, respectively,
proved that the simple bag-of-words approach is outperformed by other more sophisticated feature types.
Since the data (political domain and normative language) used in this research significantly differ from
the data used in just mentioned classification tasks it is
still not clear which feature type is the best. We could
answer this question only after experimental investigation of the following feature types:

 Token n-grams. Using sliding window of size n,
the text is split into parts containing collocations of
the consecutive tokens. E.g. if using token bigrams
phrase Lietuvos Respublikos parlamento nariai
(parliament members of the Lithuanian Republic)
would be split into these pairs of tokens: Lietuvos
Respublikos, Respublikos parlamento, parlamento
nariai; if using token trigrams – into these triplets
of tokens: Lietuvos Respublikos parlamento, Respublikos parlamento nariai. As higher order token
n-gram as rarer it occurs in the text; therefore higher
order token n-grams are often used only as interpolation (complement) to the lower order n-grams
(usually to the token unigrams).
 Document-level character n-grams. Using sliding
window of size 𝑛 the text is split into units containing collocations of the consecutive characters (besides all punctuation marks are removed beforehand,
but whitespaces are treated as characters). E.g. if
using character 4-gram, žemės ūkis (agriculture)
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would be split into these n-grams: žemė, emės,
mės_, ės_ū, s_ūk, _ūki, ūkis. The probability of finding character n-gram is much higher, compared
with the token n-grams: e.g., nouns valdymas (management), valdžia (authority), pavaldumas (subordination); verb valdyti (to manage); phrasal verbs
įvaldyti (to master), suvaldyti (to suppress); or even
compound nouns as savivaldybė (self-government),
share the same 4 characters vald. It is very important
that using character n-grams the relations between
consecutive words are still considered. Moreover,
Hartmann et al. [16] proved that document-level
character n-grams used, namely, with Naïve Bayes
method are better choice than token n-grams.

validation. The figures represent accuracy (eq. 4) and fscore (eq. 5) values over random (eq. 6) and majority
(eq. 7) baselines.
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑁𝑎𝑙𝑙

,

(4)

where 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 is a number of correctly classified
instances; 𝑁𝑎𝑙𝑙 is a number of all instances.
𝑓 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ×

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(5)

where 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑡𝑝/(𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑝) and 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑡𝑝/
(𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑛) , 𝑡𝑝 is a number of correctly classified
instances of 𝑐𝑖 (𝑐𝑖 classified as 𝑐𝑖 : correct result); 𝑓𝑝 is
a number of incorrectly classified instances with 𝑐𝑖 (𝑐𝑗
was incorrectly classified as 𝑐𝑖 : unexpected result); 𝑓𝑛
is a number of incorrectly classified instances with 𝑐𝑗
(𝑐𝑖 was incorrectly classified as 𝑐𝑗 : missing result).

 Words of indicated part-of-speeches. All the
words except of the indicated part-of-speeches are
removed from the text. E.g. if indicated part-ofspeech is a noun, only argumentus (arguments)
would remain in the sentence Dėkoju už argumentus
(Thanks for the arguments). This feature type is not
common in the text classification tasks, but it was
proved to be effective in the ideology-based classification task [19] for English.

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = ∑𝑖 𝑃(𝑐𝑖 )2 ,

(6)

where 𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 and 𝑃(𝑐𝑖 ) is calculated with eq. 2.
𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑃(𝑐𝑖 )),

(7)

𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝐶 and 𝑃(𝑐𝑖 ) is calculated with eq. 2.
Our experiments involved exploration of the different pre-processing techniques (Fig. 1 – Fig. 4) and feature types (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) on “2008–2012” and
“2012–2013” datasets, respectively. All experiments
were performed in a greedy manner: i.e. the best discovered technique was used in the following experiments.

6. Experiments and Results
The results reported in Fig. 1 – Fig. 6 are obtained
with the Naïve Bayes Multinomial classification method (see Section 5.2) and are based on 10-fold cross-

Figure 1. Dataset-level pre-processing on
“2008–2012” with bag-of-words

Figure 3. Document-level pre-processing on
“2008–2012” with no soft & no outside
domain instances and bag-of-words

Figure 4. Document-level pre-processing on
“2012–2013” with no soft & no outside
domain instances and bag-of-words

Figure 2. Dataset-level pre-processing on
“2012–2013” with bag-of-words
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To measure whether the differences between obtained
results are statistically significant we performed McNemar’s test [37] with one degree of freedom.
All differences between the results in “2008–2012”
dataset (see Fig. 1) and between no pre-processing and
no outside domain instances pre-processing techniques
in “2012–2013” dataset are statistically significant
(𝑝 ≪ 0.05), except for the results between no outside
domain and no soft & no outside domain instances (𝑝 =
0.243) in “2012–2013” dataset (see Fig. 2). Despite
that the positive impact of no soft & no outside domain
instances pre-processing on “2012–2013” dataset is
only marginal; however, this technique in general is still
the best obtained dataset-level pre-processing technique.
The differences between the best (words) and the
worst (words in lowercase & numbers) document-level
pre-processing techniques are statistically significant

on “2008–2012” dataset (𝑝 = 0.02), but not on “2012–
2013” dataset (𝑝 = 0.29) (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4), respectively. Despite that differences between the best
(words) and the second best (words & numbers)
document-level pre-processing techniques for both
datasets are not statistically significant; we consider
that in general the best document-level pre-processing
technique is words.
The best feature type (bag-of-words & token bigrams) beats the second best feature type (bag-ofwords or bag-of-words & token bigrams & token trigrams) on “2008–2012” dataset and the differences are
statistically significant ( 𝑝 = 0.01) (see Fig. 5 5 . The
best feature type (the same as in “2008–2012” dataset)
outperforms the second best feature type (bag-ofwords) on “2012–2013” dataset, but the differences are
not statistically significant (𝑝 = 0.14) (see Fig. 6).

Figure 5. Explored features on “2008–2012” (bow stands for bag-of-words (only words), char_6 – character
6-grams, token_n – token n-grams) using no soft and no outside domain instances and words

Figure 6. Explored features on “2012–2013” using no soft and no outside domain instances as the dataset-level
pre-processing technique and words as the document-level pre-processing technique

5

Despite given features, we experimentally investigated character
4-grams, 5-grams and 7-grams, but 6-grams gave marginally the
best results.
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Table 5. Confusion matrix (in percentage points %) for “2008–2012” dataset. Each row shows the percentage distribution of the
classified instances over all classes
Predicted class
LSD

O&J

LM

LP

MPG

LCU

HU-LCD

65.24

9.60

12.56

3.83

6.89

1.60

0.29

LSD

24.28

51.03

9.16

3.45

10.72

1.20

0.16

O&J

27.24

12.69

48.67

2.40

7.43

1.48

0.09

LM

34.93

11.25

7.49

36.59

8.19

1.28

0.27

Real class

HU-LCD

LP

28.60

14.05

9.17

2.51

44.52

1.02

0.14

MGP

35.28

11.27

8.55

3.30

7.58

33.72

0.29

LCU

28.24

4.71

6.47

3.53

4.71

0.00

52.35

Table 6. Confusion matrix (in percentage points %) for “2012–2013” dataset
Predicted class
LSD

O&J

LM

LP

MPG

CR

65.22

19.88

3.02

2.00

8.05

0.47

1.35

LSD

25.82

58.05

2.98

1.59

10.25

0.50

0.83

O&J

27.90

26.18

31.12

1.81

11.68

0.10

1.21

LM

36.23

20.00

2.99

30.65

8.57

0.26

1.30

LP

29.47

28.13

3.31

1.76

36.04

0.05

1.19

MGP

29.44

19.63

2.34

6.54

9.81

27.57

4.67

CR

42.07

17.78

2.10

4.40

8.60

0.19

24.86

Real class

HU-LCD
HU-LCD

2012”) and tested on another (“2012–2013”) leaving
only the instances of those 5 classes which exist in both
datasets. We made an assumption that the ideology of
each party group should remain stable through the
parliamentary terms. Despite that we obtained rather
low 0.283 accuracy (still slightly surpassing random
baseline, but descending majority baseline by 0.04) and
0.274 f-score for this experiment. The same confusion
patterns as in Table 5 and Table 6 still remained (see
Table 7). Consequently it allows us to claim that the
results are consistent and the ideology can be captured.
The analysis of the most informative words revealed that the discussed topics differ in the different parliamentary terms. E.g. in the “2008–2012” dataset the
most informative words are energetika (energetics),
šeima (family), etc., whereas the most informative
words in “2012–2013” dataset are žmogaus gyvybė
(human life), abortų draudimas (abortion prohibition),
genetiškai modifikuoti (genetically modified). Since the
most informative words differ, the discussed topics
differ also: i.e. this fact is the most likely to result the
drop of accuracy in the control experiment.
As can be seen from the results in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
our assumption that elimination of the outside domain
instances will increase the classification results was
confirmed. The assumption that the elimination of soft
instances will increase the classification results was
confirmed on “2008–2012” dataset too (see Fig. 1),
whereas positive impact of this pre-processing techni-

7. Discussion
The best achieved accuracy and f-score is 0.545
(which beats random and majority baselines by 0.279
and 0.13, respectively) on “2008–2012” dataset. The
best achieved accuracy is 0.489 (which beats random
and majority baselines by 0.276 and 0.193, respectively) and the best f-score is 0.477 on “2012–2013”
dataset. Since these classification results are still rather
low, we made an error analysis (see Table 5 and
Table 6).
Despite that the majority of confusions can be
explained on the basis of the ideological or pragmatic
similarities between attitudes of the confused party
groups, we will not go into those details. Especially that
the purpose of this research was absolutely different:
i.e. using state-of-the art machine learning techniques
to achieve as higher classification accuracy as possible
on this specific political domain and normative Lithuanian texts. However, it is important to notice that the
same confusions (see Table 5 and Table 6) are not
accidental: i.e. the majority of the same confusion
patterns (e.g. the majority of LSD or LM confusions are
with HU-LCD; the majority of O&J or LP confusions
are with HU-LCD then with LSD; etc.) stand for both
datasets.
We also performed one more control experiment
(using the best previously determined pre-processing
techniques and feature type) to see if ideology still
holds if classifier is trained on one data-set (“2008–
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Table 7. Confusion matrix summarizing the results (in percentage points %) of the control experiment

Real class

Predicted class
HU-LCD

LSD

O&J

LM

LP

HU-LCD

46.83

19.19

20.94

3.46

9.58

LSD

56.03

20.86

9.45

4.83

8.83

O&J

44.01

13.80

27.19

2.62

12.39

LM

38.05

23.12

17.01

13.38

8.44

LP

51.71

15.62

9.88

2.69

20.11

que is not that obvious on “2012–2013” dataset (see
Fig. 2). This happened due to the fact that only a very
small part of the parliamentarians of “2012–2013” parliamentary term changed their party group (see
Section 5.3).
We assumed that the digit elimination should increase the classification accuracy and it was experimentally proved. Whereas the assumption that orthographic information should not have any influence on
the classification results was rejected. It seems that we
lost important information about the word position in
the sentence by transforming all words into lowercase
letters. This might happened due to the fact that missing
the word order in the sentence we also loose information about the notional shade (things that are emphasized) of the sentence (see Section 3). All assumptions
about document-level pre-processing techniques (see
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) are not very robust, because changes
are too little to make a significant influence.
As we assumed, bag-of-words approach is not the
best feature type for our task (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).
Document level character 6-grams underperform all the
rest token level feature types, except for indicated partof-speeches. It seems that the advantage to capture relations between consecutive words is suppressed by the
loss of important information about the Lithuanian
suffixes, prefixes and compound words. The results
obtained with the identified part-of-speeches are very
low (in most cases are even below majority baseline),
therefore this feature type is not sufficient to capture the
ideology. Especially that even not all of the words
belonging to those part-of-speeches are recognized by
the Lithuanian lemmatizer. Surprisingly, but token
lemmas are outperformed by the bag-of-words
approach. This might be explained by the same fact that
lemmatizer is not very accurate; moreover, lemmatized
text losses morphological information (information
about the word endings) which seems to be essential.
E.g. žemė (land) in nominative and ūkis (farm) is not
the same as žemės ūkis (agriculture), where žemės
(land) is in genitive. Probably for all of these reasons,
interpolation of bag-of-words and token bigrams is the
best feature type.

8. Conclusions
In this paper we were solving an ideology-based
(expressed with the party membership) text classification task for the morphologically rich Lithuanian language. We have experimentally proved that the most
effective dataset-level pre-processing technique is elimination of soft and outside the domain instances;
document-level pre-processing technique leaving the
words (and eliminating digits), but not touching their
orthographic information and using bag-of-words
interpolation with token bigrams is the most accurate
feature type. The best achieved accuracy is 0.545
(which beats random and majority baselines by 0.279
and 0.13, respectively) on “2008–2012” dataset and
0.489 (which beats random and majority baselines by
0.276 and 0.193, respectively) on “2012–2013” dataset.
Despite that obtained results are not very high, our
ideology-based classification task was more complicated if compared to the similar tasks solved for English:
i.e. our datasets contained more classes (if compared
with e.g. the European Parliament of the US Senate),
moreover, these classes were not such stable (because
of the relatively high migration of parliamentarians
between the party groups).
The ideology-based text classification task has
never been solved for the Lithuanian before; therefore
obtained results are interesting in both computational
linguistics and political point of view. Besides,
obtained results should be promising even for the other
languages having similar properties as Lithuanian.
Future research includes detailed error analysis and
exploration of the other classification approaches (e.g.
rule-based, clustering, etc.) that might increase classification results. Besides, the experiments were performed only with two parliamentary terms, thus, analysis
of all seven could allow us to make more robust generalizations and even explore ideology changes, if any,
over time. Besides, for the comparison purposes would
be useful to measure manual classification accuracy
achieved by the human-experts.
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